Abstract. The properties of non-equilibrium plasma of a low pressure d.c. discharge in molecular gases are illustrated using, in particular, oxygen as an example. Special attention is devoted to a detailed investigation of the electron distribution function, which represents a starting point for the subsequent analysis of the discharge regime. The significance of elementary processes in forming the electron distribution as well as for the resulting populations of the plasma constituents is discussed. It is hoped that these and similar computations may prove useful in search for optimum condi-. tions in plasma chemistry experiments.
INTRODUCTION
There is a wide variety of plasmas which have been used as reaction media in various plasma chemical reactions of great practical interest. A cherni-.
cally reacting plasma, whose associated problematics borders on several scientific and technical disciplines, represents a medium where the rates of known chemical reactions might be greatly enhanced, but it is also suitable in search for more exotic reactions, with reaction rates virtually nil under normal conditions. An obvious way of overcoming the activation energy barrier is a creation of plasma with high temperature, which can also serve as a heat source for endothermic reactions. The high temperature plasma is usually produced in arcs or plasma jets with the power of sometimes up to 100 MW. It is concentrated on synthesis of industrial products (02112, HCN, nitrides, carbides etc.) and on extractive metalurgy (Refs. 1, 2). In such a plasma the temperature may reach 20 000 K and the reactions run under equilibrium conditions. The reaction rate is enhanced just due to the increased temperature and not due to any particular property of the plasma medium. But the main part of the plasma energy need not necessarily be stored in the translational degrees of freedom. In case of s.c. cold plasmas the activation energy may be drawn from the internal degrees of freedom of the constituent atoms or molecules. By using such systems, which as a rule, are far from a thermodynamic equilibrium, the necessity of heating the reactants to the exorbitant temperatures may be by-passed.
In some cases only a partial activation may give rise to the reaction intermediates, which then are able to carry the reaction on to the required result. The non-equi1ibrium plasma is less exacting from the point of view of energy consumption and the plasma chemistry based on it is usually con fined to small-scale processes. The plasma is invariably produced by some kind of discharge, such hf or d.c. glow discharge at low pressures, corona at the atmospheric pressure, unipolar discharge etc. The various plasma technologies comprise methods of preparatory chemistry, material cleaning, recrystalization, production of thin anorganic or polymer films, etching (Refs. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , ozon production (Ref. 19 ) etc.; of paramount importance are those used in the rapidly developing electronic industry. Some of these reactions belong to a wider class of the s.c. transport processes (Ref s. 6, 10) . As in all these cases the gaseous discharge plays the role of plasma source, we think that a good understanding of the discharge physics may greatly contribute to its more efficient utilization in various branches of plasma chemistry. Below we shall attempt to expound some of its aspects.
NON-EQUILIBRIUM REACTION KINETICS
In the classical chemical kinetics the time evolution of the reacting homogeneous gaseous mixture is described by the set of equations of the follo-
dn.
--= T -kklnknl (1) These equations follow from statistical balancing of the particle production rates under the assumption of dual collisions, statistical independence etc.
are the rate constants of the chemical reactions, n1 the concentration of the i-component. As long as the translational and the internal degrees of freedom of the reactants are in the thermal equilibrium at a given temperature, the equations (1) represent only an alternative form of the "mass action law" (Guldberg-Waage) and the reaction constants depend on the temperature, T, only (Arrhenius equation) (Ref. 12):
Ea is the activation energy; (i.e. the energy distribution of the species is Maxwellian and the bound energy states are distributed according to the Boltzmann law). In the general case the equations of the chemical kinetics may be derived by an integration of the Boltzxnann kinetic equation
over the velocity space (Ref. 13) . The left-hand-side of the Boltzmann equation yields the time derivative of the pertinent particle density and the diffusion loss C omitted for a closed system), the non-vanishing terms on the right-hand-side render the reaction rates, with the reaction constants given now, quite generally, as integrals over the distribution functions of the colliding particles and the effective cross-section, 5, (Refs. 14,15):
Every chemical reaction going on in the system introduces a disturbance, which in principle can influence the solution of the Boltzmann equation and thus to change the particle distribution function. However, if the characteristic time of the reaction is sufficiently long, if compared to the time of momentum transfer, energy relaxation or the redistribution of the inter-.
nal degrees of freedom, a perturbation scheme due to Enskog may be applied to solve the Boltzrnann equation (Ref. 16 ). The distribution functions ente-.
ring the integral (4) are then to the zero order independent of the reac-. tion affinity itself, by which the mass action law is again recovered. To a higher order, the rate constants may depend on the affinity and also on the time. Consequently, the oonstant on the right-.hand-side of the mass action law may become time dependent. The Enskog perturbation scheme, which is essentially based on the assumption of the equal temperatures of all the mixture components, is inherently not suitable for a description of highly non-.equilibriuzn systems such as electric discharges (Ref. 17) . In a dis-.
charge plasma, owing to the tiny mass ratio, the energy exchange between the electron component of the discharge plasma and the heavy particles is so slow that the electron temperature (or the mean electron energy) may be much higher than the temperature of the heavy plasma components. The plasma of a low pressure, direct current, electric discharge represents from a microphysical point of view a complicated mixture of atoms and molecules in the ground as well as excited states and at least one kind of ions, whose charge is compensated by an adequate amount of electrons. The electron gas, even if its concentration is by several orders of magnitudes lower than that of the neutrals, is the most active component of the plasma. It draws kinetic energy from the electric field, by which the discharge is sustained, and simultaneously this energy is dissipated mainly in the excitation of the neutral particles and in the elastic collisions with the background gas. The action of the electric field on the electron gas is in no way small, in the sence, that it might be included among the first order thermodynamic forces disturbing the equilibrium. This together with the smallness of the electron-atom mass ratio, which is responsible for the poor energy transfer between the electrons and the heavy particles of the plasma, causes the electron gas to be maintained in a state which is far from thermodynamic equilibrium to the extent that even the methods of irreversible thermodynamice are inapplicable. Non-equilibrium of the electron gas also implies non--equilibrium of the electronic and vibrational state populations of the atoms and molecules, as these populations are governed by the inelastic collisions with the electrons. It is just this property of the discharge plasma, which makes it attractive for the plasma chemistry.
ELECTRON GAS IN THE DISCHARGE PLASMA
The starting point in description of the electron gas in the plasma of a d.c. discharge is the electron Boltzinann equation for the electron distribution function (EDF), f(). Although the imposed electric field accelerates the electrons in a single direction the elastic collisions have the effect of fast randomization of any directed electron motion. The EDF must be thus nearly isotropic in the velocity space, on which a method of solution is based. The distribution function is expanded in a series of spherical harmonics in the velocity space and the expansion is cut off at the second term. In this way, the "two-term approximation" contains only the leading isotropic part and a small axial correction. More details of the procedure can be found in (Refs. 17, 18) . While the momentum scattering is invariably mainly due to the elastic collisions, several eleTnentary processes compete in the energy redistribution of the electrons. Although, in principle, any collisional process modifies the distribution, there are, depending on the discharge conditions only few of them that must be inclu- tion of the production rates. At still lower ionization degrees the distribution starts to deviate from a Maxwell distribution even in the low energy interval and finally it assumes a form which is given in each elementary energy interval by a balance between the electron acceleration in the field and the energy loss in the elastic and inelastic impacts, the second kind (superelastic) collisions, if included, representing an alternative energy supply. Such a stationary, non-equilibrium distribution is strictly individual for each gas and it is essentially given only by the form of cross--sections of the considered eaementary processes. Since the production rates depend critically on the exact form of the distribution function, especially on its high energy part, the distribution must be found by a numerical solution of the Boltzman.n equation (Ref. 21, 22) , which requires a prior knowledge of the impact cross-sections. These are scattered over the literature and often data given by various authors greatly differ from each other. Luckily, for a reasonably accurate calculation of the electron distribution function just a few processes play a vital role and usually a compromise can be made in using the available data. At the same time, a measurement of the EDP is a possible check on the realism of the choice of cross-sections, but the measured EDF cannot replace the calculated one, Electron distribution function in molecular gases. In the following a few exaxnplesof the calculated EDF will be given (see also Refe. 26, 27) . We shall mainly be concerned with molecular gas discharges as these are most common in plasma chemistry applications. It is interesting to compare the EDF in a molecular oxygen discharge with that calculated for molecular nitrogen for the same value of longitudinal field E/N in Fig. 1 
levels of the electron ground state. It is therefore instrumental in assessing the part played by the second kind collisions to incorporate these effects just in case of nitrogen (Refs. 31, 32) . The calculations were not performed self-consistently in the sense that the realistic EDP determining the vibrational level population is, in turn, itself deter-. mined by the vibrational level population. Instead, a certain population of the vibrational levels is assumed to exist in advance corresponding to a given vibrational temperature, and for that particular vibrational level population the EDF is then calculated. The computations show that there is an enrichment in the energetic electrons due to the additional heating by the superelastic impacts. In fact, a similar effect is achieved by including a small amount of electron-electron Coulomb collisions. These collisions tend to restore the Maxwell distribution and therefore they replenish the electrons in the high energy interval, which have been removed by the inelastic collisions. In a hydrogen discharge the number of dissociated molecules reaches usually a very appreciable amount and the finite dissociation degree can no longer be ignored. A distribution in partially dissociated hydrogen, Fig. 4 structure capable of absorbing a high portion of the electron kinetic energy and thus keeping the ionization coefficient low (Refs. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] 
PLASMA CHEMISTRY MODEL OP DISCHARGE
The heavy particles in the discharge have their proper distribution in the translational as well as internal degrees of freedom. Whilst the translational distribution is always more or less Maxwellian, independent of the electron distribution, the internal degrees of freedom populations are closely connected with the production and destruction processes. These are predominantly due to the collisions with the electrons and the production rates are thus given as integrals over the electron distribution. The separate quantum levels of the molecules or atoms must, within the frame of the model, be regarded as separate particle species and for each of them a separate statistical balance equation (rate equation) formulated. Their solution then yields the populations of the correponding quantum states.
Choice of particles and elementary processes. When formulating an appropriate model of the discharge plasma the first task is to recognize which kinds of particles may play an essential role in the discharge houshold. The usual selection consists in the choice of the neutral molecules and of the dissociated atoms in the ground state, of the lowest ruetastable molecular state and several kinds of ions. Generally speaking, this choice is usually quite satisfactory, unless we are interested in some special kind of particles, as yet not incorporated in the model. Their populations could be then obtained only from an extended version including the pertinent particle species to supplement the original simple choice. Each of the balance equations entering our model may contain several kinds of chemical reactions,by which the particles are either produced or destroyed. Their number determines the corn-. plexity of the problem and it is a matter of experience to be able to assess in advance, which of the reactions is vital for the discharge regime and which is relatively unimportant.
Exiusion of spatial inhomogeneitjy. The balance equations, which are derived as continuity equations for the examined particle species, include also the spatial divergence terms, describing the particle flow between the volume elements. Thanks to these divergence terms the starting problem is ess.ntially three-dimensional and its solution would require to solve partial differential equations. To avoid this difficulty a spatial averaging is carried out (in case of cylindrical symmetry over the tube radius), by which effective firstorder reactions are introduced replacing the spatial divergence terms, with the reaction rate given by particle wall life time, eff (Ref. 46) . To effect the averaging the spatial dependence of the particle densities should be known in advance. This is usually not the case and the dependence must be guessed. In the cylindrical geometry of a normal dischar-. ge tube zero order Bessel function is the common choice. In this case 1/ft= D./R1is the first root of the Bessel function J0(r), D1 diffusion coefficient). The averaging introduces also certain correction factors of order one in the second order reaction terms, which are usually not very sensitive to the choice of the radial dependence. This is, however, not the case if the physical conditions on the wall cause large departures from the Bessel profile. This may happen, for instance, if the wall is partially reflective for the considered particle species, as it is for dissociated atoms or molecular metastables, or if there is a strong electrostatic repul sion of the negative ions present in the plasma, which may even lead to a column constriction (Ref. 47 ). Both these cases require then a special treatment. Besides the normal collisional processes the terms describing the Split-up solution: EDP and balance equations. As mentioned above, the Boltzmann equation for electrons need not necessarily include all the processes which are contained in the set of the balance equations. This is rather fortunate, since then it is possible to separate the solution of the Boltzmann equation from the solution of the balance equations. In fact, a one component discharge is determined by two parameters (usually current and pressure or hR and N.R in the similarity representation (Ref. 50) ).It is thus obvious that the solution can be accomplished in two steps as long as the Boltzmann equation itself does not depend on more than two unknown parameters. One of them is B/N and the second may be either the ionization or dissociation degree. All the other unknown quantities enter the set of balance equations only and may be gained by its solution. A more general case, with the Boltzniann equation involving many unknown densities, the separation is no longer allowed and both the Boltzrnann equation for electrons and the set of the balance equations must be solved simultaneously. In the following we shall illustrate the solution method on the example of a discharge in oxygen.
Elementary processes in oxygen plasma. There are several constituents that form the oxygen discharge plasma:°2' 03 (which can exist in the ground as well as excited state), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 and the elec.. Of the six balance equations one can be replaced by the quazineutrality condition and another one by the total particle number conservation (Refs. 52, 53). We thus end up with four balance equations, which are averaged over the radius, as described above,'V being the effective life times of 0, 0(g) and of the electrons respectively. The negative ions do not reach the wall due to the electrostatic repulsion and the corresponding radial terms thus vanish:
Nk QkllNl = N1/' Radial dependence. In studying the plasma interaction with a solid surface it is useful to know how many active particles arrive at the surface from the plasma volume. The particle currents at the wall depend on the detailed configuration of the density profile inside the plasma, which can, in turn, be obtained by a direct solution of the radial problem (Refs. 58, 59, 60) . In practice, it means to abandon the averaging procedure and to solve the balance equations, with the radial terms retained, as differential equa'-tions with the corresponding boundary conditions. Again, we shall resort to the oxygen plasma to exemplify this more complex solution procedure. The existence of the negative ions in the oxygen plasma presents a serious complication. Although the radial electric field can be eliminated as in the Schottky theory for a plasma with a single kind of ions, the effective diffusion coefficients are now density dependent (Ref. 51) . It is therefore expedientnot to use the full set of equations as in (Ref. 53 ), but to simplify the model as much as possible. In the following it has been assumed that the concentration of the atoms remains constant across the tube radius. The metastables are omitted. Then we are left with two second order equations for the electrons and negative ions:
(r J) = k6N2Ne
= -(tN -bNEr (10) These equations must be supplemented by the adequate boundary conditions. On the axis it must be for symmetry reasons: dN dN (11) At the tube wall it is set J=O N=O (12) The vanishing negative ion flux near the wall means that there is no negative ion source at the wall and that the negative ions are born and destroyed exclusively in the discharge volume (Ref. 59) . It also implies that the negative ion density is negligible at the wall due to the electrostatic repulsion. The results of numerical solution of Eqs. 7 -12 are in Figs. 8a,b. The solution points out that the approximation of the radial profiles by a simple Bessel function turns out to be rather inaccurate and that uone of the effective diffusion coefficients yield realistic particle fluxes, especially near the wall. A fairly similar procedure would also render the effective life times for the oxygen atoms and molecular metastables. The boundary conditions on the wall would now have to describe a possible partial reflection of both the particle species from the wall sur- 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the models discussed so far it has always been possible to separate the solution of the Boltzmann equation from that of the balance equations. The situation in molecular gases is, unfortunately, more complicated, so that this simple procedure does not always apply. At higher currents and at appreciable dissociation degrees, when it is necessary to take into account both the Coulomb interaction and the atomic component of the discharge plasma the electron distribution is dependent on three plasma parameters (longitudinal field, ionization degree, dissociation degree) and it would be thus necesaary to solve the electron Boltzmann equation and the set of particle balance equations simultaneously. A still more complicated case arises if the influence of the vibrational levels in the electronic ground state on the electron distribution is considered and the population of the vibrational levels is regarded as unknown. This situation frequently occurs in mole- rather inaccurate. In this case, too, both the electron distribution and the vibrational level population must be found simultaneously. The first step in this direction has been made by Capitelli and coworkers, who computed the time evolution of the electron distribution and, at the same time, of the vibrational level populations after switching-on of the discharge (Ref. 63 ) with the aim of finding the stationary value of the dissociation degree. Their solution, is however, not yet complete, for the other molecular and atomic levels would have to be accounted for in the same way to obtain a full answer. A succesful application of the above models depends on detailed knowledge of effective cross-sections of the considered elementary processes. They usually involve a considerable error, which can sometimes be removed by checking the results against the experimental data. With some of the cross-sections safely known, it is even possible to determine the unknown ones by fitting the computational results to the measured curves (Ref. 64) . If a reasonable agreement in directly measurable quantities is achieved within the frame of a given model, it is a fair chance that the other quantitative results supplied by the model, namely the concentrations of the active particles, and their wall fluxes will be given correctly. That is why the plasma chemistry may find some interest in this kind of work.
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